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In March 2017, Professionals Without Borders faculty, staff, and
student members travelled to Ladyville, Belize for volunteer
service efforts at Liberty Children’s Home. Our group consisted
of students, Laura Mummery, Julia Davis, Taura Vastakas, Eliana
Lanpher, Emma Mosely, Carly Fehringer, Zoe Munsey, Kenzie
Nicholson, Zodie Waxman, Mandy Rusch, Chris Hughes and Neil
Griffith, and SU staff members Dawn Madore, Cal Ihler and
Mike Mullen from Facilities, and Professor Naomi Kasumi.
This year we had three major projects on site: greenhouse repair/rebuild, building a chicken coop, and installation of
new acoustic panels in the dining room.
Greenhouse Repair
Liberty’s green house was destroyed in during Hurricane Earl on August 14, 2016. Liberty’s handyman, Mr Waffy rebuilt
the frame with local workers. PWOB painted the entire structure, installed the plastic wall coverings and roof, and
repaired and painted the door while continually fighting off two mounds of fire ants! Liberty will grow produce and also
herbs which they will sell to local residents..
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Chicken Coop
PWOB built the frame, tilled the soil, painted the beams and installed the chicken wire for the chicken coop. Liberty will
raise chickens and sell the eggs and the chickens to local residents and restaurants as a sustainable source of income.
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Acoustic Installation
Liberty had used mattresses attached to the ceiling to absorb the excel sounds in the dining room.

Naomi and her students designed and cut acoustic panels in Mayan inspired motifs, painted the entire ceiling and then
adhered the panels to the ceiling via caulking guns.

In addition to these projects PWOB worked on plumbing repairs for the compound. A new shower was installed in the
boy’s dorm and water pipes were moved to the outside of the building. This prevents water leaks from creating a mold
issue in the walls. A filter was installed in the pipes in the Volunteer House to assist with flushing issues.
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The total cost for 2017 project works is approximately $25,170.00
We are currently strategizing our project work for 2018, which includes repair and rebuild of Liberty’s gray water system
and purchase of chicken feed and chickens!

Team Belize 2017
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